ABSTRACT Balanced graph partitioning (BGP) has a wide range of applications that involve many largescale distributed data processing problems. However, most of the existing approaches to parallel graph partitioning neglect the problem of the richness of implicit knowledge (RIK) residing in big graph and the knowledge cohesion after graph partitioning. In this paper, we propose a parallel balanced graph partitioning framework called JA-BE-JA-RIK, which improves the original heuristic JA-BE-JA algorithm by evaluating RIK such that parallel BGP can be more efficiently made under the condition of obtaining the good edge-cut value and high knowledge cohesion. We introduce the concept about RIK and further present a quantitative measure to dynamically evaluate the RIK values during parallel BGP. Based on the Hadoop platform, we also implemented both frameworks and JA-BE-JA. The extensive experiments were made for illustrating efficacy of our JA-BE-JA-RIK approach in comparison with the traditional JA-BE-JA algorithm. The experimental results show that our parallel BGP approach can obtain the RIK value as higher as possible within a closer number of edge-cuts in comparison with the traditional JA-BE-JA algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, large amounts of graph data for modeling real-world data have been produced by various applications like social networks [1] , biological networks [2] and bibliographic citation networks [3] , etc. Due to the volume and diversity of drastically growing graph data, the computation complexity and time cost of processing massive amounts of graph data are also tremendously increasing. The conventional centralized graph computing methods [4] for graph query [5] and graph partitioning [6] , [7] , cannot process such massive graph data quickly and efficiently. Therefore, the processing for large-scale graphs [8] has become a remarkable challenge in graph computing. It is necessary to use the parallelism of graph computing methods on distributed environments [9] for processing large scale graph data.
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Balanced graph partitioning (BGP) is a fundamental problem of graph computing for processing big graph data. Finding good partitions is a well-known and well-studied problem in graph theory [10] . Although many algorithms [11] , [12] known for graph partitioning have been proposed in the last decades, most of them have a potential assumption that random access to the entire graph is cheap. Moreover, most of existing algorithms require loading the entire large-scale graphs into the main memories, such as METIS [13] , [14] , and KaFFPa [15] , etc. It is crucial for partitioning and storing large-scale graph data on a distributed environment. Parallel balanced graph partitioning [16] therefore has been considered as an efficient way to partition big graph data on distributed environments [17] - [19] , which requires partitioning a graph into a predefined number of balanced partitions such that each of them has the almost same number of nodes or edges. Recently, many popular parallel BGP approaches have been proposed such as ParMETIS [20] , JA-BE-JA [18] , etc. ParMETIS is a parallel graph partitioning library that extends the functionality provided by METIS and is suited for parallel computations and large-scale numerical simulations. JA-BE-JA is recent a parallel BGP algorithm that can obtain good partitioning results for largescale graphs by using local search and heuristic methods. Moreover, some researches proposed approaches for partitioning large dynamic graphs [21] and streaming graphs [22] to solve the constraints of memory, communication cost and response time. In conclusion, existing approaches for parallel BGP have illustrated their success in partitioning large-scale graph data by reducing communication overhead within a balanced computation load.
However, existing approaches for parallel BGP neglect to satisfy the requirements of users' graph queries. On one hand, the goal of efficient BGP is to obtain partitions with high cohesion, which can achieve efficient graph queries of the future. A good BGP approach should consider the knowledge cohesion residing in each of partitioned subgraphs such that users can perform graph queries across fewer partitions. During parallel BGP, once the subgraphs to be partitioned are detected to reach the maximum knowledge cohesion, parallel BGP should be terminated even if parallel BGP has not obtained the minimum edge-cuts. In this situation, the computational complexity for parallel BGP can be significantly reduced under the condition of ensuring the effective and efficient graph queries. One the other hand, almost all of parallel BGP approaches do not fully take into account the richness of implicit knowledge in each of partitioned subgraphs. The query knowledge related to specific users is often closely related to each other, so it is desirable if the knowledge to be queried can be assembled in single partitions as much as possible. However, each of subgraphs in existing approaches is partitioned just by their explicit knowledge (e.g., topological structure). Much of implicit knowledge that is derived from the explicit knowledge by using some approaches such as path-based reasoning is neglected for efficient parallel BGP, which impedes efficient graph query based on big graph data. We argue that the richness of the implicit knowledge (RIK) can greatly reflect the knowledge cohesion of a partitioned subgraph besides the explicit knowledge.
In this paper, we propose a parallel balanced graph partitioning framework called JA-BE-JA-RIK, which improves the original JA-BE-JA algorithm by evaluating richness of implicit knowledge such that parallel BGP can be efficiently made under the condition of satisfying users' graph query requirements. We define the concept about richness of implicit knowledge and present an APL-based (Average Path Length) method to quantitatively evaluate the richness of implicit knowledge after graph partitioning. Based on the popular Hadoop platform [23] , we also implemented both frameworks JA-BE-JA-RIK and JA-BE-JA. Extensive experiments were made for comparison with the traditional JA-BE-JA algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the related work. Section 3 introduces the energy calculation of node color exchange. Section 4 is the overview of our framework JA-BE-JA-RIK. In Section 5, we discuss the parallel algorithm of our framework JA-BE-JA-RIK based on Hadoop. We also present the quantitative measure method of richness of implicit knowledge (RIK) by using approximate average path length (APL) in detail. Next, Section 6 gives the analysis and evaluation of graph partitioning results compared with JA-BE-JA. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Balanced graph partitioning (BGP) is a well-known NP-complete problem [24] , which has been applied to a wide range of applications such as social networks, biological networks [25] , etc. It requires to partition a graph into a predefined number of balanced partitions, each of which has the almost same number of nodes or edges. Graph partitioning can be divided into two categories according to different partitioning objects, i.e., edge-cut partitioning and vertexcut partitioning [26] , [27] . For examples, KaFFPa [15] is a graph partitioning algorithm based on edge-cut partitioning, which focuses on local improve methods and overall search strategies. Pregel [28] is based on vertex-cut partitioning and bulk synchronous parallel computation model [29] , but its constraints limit the user program's access to solely the node on which the program is executing by design. The key problem of BGP is to ensure the number of edge-cuts or vertex-cuts as less as possible. The optimal solution for balanced graph partitioning has become an active research area.
BGP approaches are often classified into two main categories according to their search strategies, i.e., local search based partitioning and global graph partitioning. Global BGP has been deeply explored in the last decades, which relies on the global topological structure of the entire graph to be partitioned, such as the Spectral Partitioning algorithm [30] - [32] . Global graph partitioning is relevantly simple and easy to implement, but it has higher computation complexity and needs to consume more memory cost due to that it needs to traverse all nodes and edges in the entire graph. Local search based BGP, such as the KL algorithm [33] and FM algorithm [34] , only needs to know the adjacent nodes or a smaller subset of nodes in the graph. In contrast to global BGP, local search based BGP has the lower computation complexity and requires less memory cost. In addition, some hybrid approaches for BGP have recently received more attention. For examples, the multilevel graph partitioning (MGP) [10] , [35] , has been considered as one of the most popular graph partitioning algorithms, which uses both the strategies of local search based BGP and global BGP. METIS [13] is a famous algorithm based on MGP to improve the quality of graph partitioning by a threephase heuristic algorithm. The hybrid BGP approaches can partially avoid some limitations of global BGP and local based BGP. Most of the existing approaches are based on centralized environments, and are also easy to understand and implement. However, when the nodes and edges of the VOLUME 7, 2019 big graph reach the magnitude of million or billion, a single computer is difficult to partition a big graph data. Moreover, a large-scale graph has too large volume of data to be loaded in the memory of a single computer. Partitioning large-scale graph data therefore becomes a very challenging task due to the high computation complexity and tolerant performing time. It is desirable for partitioning large-scale graph data to store and partition big graph data on a distributed environment.
In parallel BGP, a big graph will be divided into many smaller subgraphs such that each of subgraphs can fit into the memory of a single computer. For examples, ParMETIS [20] is a parallel version of METIS [13] on distributed systems. It is faster than METIS and can obtain good partitioning results with minimum edge-cuts. PowerGraph [36] is another distributed graph processing framework that uses vertex-cuts to evenly distribute the edges of graph to multiple machines so that there are minimum vertex-cuts across multiple partitions. JA-BE-JA is a recent most state-of-the-art parallel BGP approach that employs local search and heuristic method. During the partitioning, only the direct neighbors of each node and a small subset of random nodes in the graph need to be known locally. JA-BE-JA has been proved to outperform METIS in finding a better partitioning in some cases [18] , especially for graph partitioning of social networks. However, the number of iterations performing the JA-BE-JA algorithm is fixed in order to make the edge-cuts as less as possible, but the edge-cuts are basically unchanged in the large part of latter iterations, which will inevitably bring about extra computation complexity. The work in [37] designs an implementation of JA-BE-JA based on Spark [38] , which also explores possibly appropriate number of iterations for reducing computation time. These distributed graph partitioning algorithms have illustrated their success in partitioning large-scale graph data by reducing communication overhead within a balanced computation load.
In this paper, we will focus on the parallel BGP based on the richness of implicit knowledge. We proposed a parallel BGP framework called JA-BE-JA-RIK, which extends the traditional JA-BE-JA algorithm by fully considering RIK such that parallel BGP can be efficiently made under the condition of obtaining the RIK value as larger as possible with a mild increase of edge-cuts.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work for efficient parallel BGP to take into accounts the implicit knowledge of large-scale graph data and the knowledge cohesion of graph partitioning. The contributions of this paper are as follows.
First, we proposed a parallel BGP framework called JA-BE-JA-RIK, which improves the traditional heuristic JA-BE-JA algorithm by fully considering richness of implicit knowledge such that parallel BGP can be more efficiently made under the condition of satisfying users' graph query requirements.
Second, we introduce the concept about richness of implicit knowledge (RIK) and further present a quantitative measure to dynamically evaluate the RIK values during parallel BGP.
Third, we implemented our proposed framework JA-BE-JA-RIK and the original JA-BE-JA based on Hadoop.
At last, extensive experiments were made for illustrating efficacy of our approach. The experimental results show that our parallel BGP approach can obtain the richness of implicit knowledge as higher as possible within a closer number of edge-cuts in comparison with the traditional JA-BE-JA algorithm.
III. PRELIMINARIES
Let G = (V , E) represent a graph data, where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. A k-way edge-cut BGP divides V into k subsets with similar equal sizes by a partition function π : V → {1, . . . , k} that assigns a color to each node. Here, π (p), or π p for short, refers to the color of node p. N p is the set of neighbors of node p, and N p (c) represents the set of neighbors of p that have color c:
The number of neighbors of node p is denoted by
| is the number of neighbors of p with color c. The energy of the system is defined as the number of edges between nodes with different colors (equivalent to edge-cut). Accordingly, the energy of a node is the number of its neighbors with a different color, and the energy of the graph is the sum of the energy of the nodes as follows.
In order to minimize the edge-cuts of the partitioning, we attempt to maximize d p (π p ) for any node p in the graph. Thus, color exchange at each time should decrease the energy of the graph. In other words, for any two nodes, the number of their respective neighbors with a similar color increases after they exchange their colors. Therefore, the energies of node pairs before and after color exchange can be calculated by the following Formula 3.
The formula adds simulated annealing (SA) to avoid local optimization, where the value of T i decreases from 2 to 1 gradually. Moreover, α is a parameter of node energy function that is not less than 1, and the experiments in paper [18] prove that its optimal value is 2. For instance, assume that there are two kinds of colors including gray and white. If α = 1, color exchange for nodes p and q in Figure 1(a) is accepted, as the energy sum of nodes p and q changes from 1 1 + 0 1 to 1 1 + 3 1 after color exchange. However, nodes u and v in Figure 1 (b) will not exchange their colors, because the energy sums 2 1 + 2 1 < 1 1 + 3 1 . If α > 1, then nodes u and v will exchange their colors. Although this color exchange does not directly reduce the total edge-cuts of the graph, it increases the possibility of color exchange for node v's two gray neighbors. 
IV. OVERVIEW OF FRAMEWORK
In this paper, we present a framework called JA-BE-JA-RIK that is mainly composed of three stages, including data preprocessing, node color exchange and RIK evaluation. The overview of the framework is shown in Figure 2 .
In the stage of data preprocessing, the source graph is first preprocessed into the graph data with specified formats, including the node set file and the edge set file. The node set file contains a column of all nodes in the original graph. In the edge set file, each node appending all its direct neighbors is stored as a row. Then, the graph files are stored on HDFS. Moreover, due to the limited memories, the two graph files also need to be stored in HBase for iterative computation of the future. In HBase storage, the entire graph is stored by plenty of key-value pairs where each node is the key and a string consisting of all its direct neighbors is the value of a record. Besides, a color table representing initial colors of all nodes is read into a HashMap structure before the first iteration of performing JA-BE-JA-RIK. In this stage, a predefined number k of partitions should be also specified for the later graph partitioning. Similar to JA-BE-JA-RIK, an initial number N of iterations is set for graph partitioning.
Node color exchange is the second stage of our JA-BE-JA-RIK. The process of node color exchange is implemented based on Hadoop by utilizing the energy computation proposed by JA-BE-JA. It is executed completely in parallel on the machine nodes in the cluster. When graph partitioning begins, each machine node reads only one row from the data blocks at each time. Then, this row of data is split in mapper functions. The results of mapper functions are as the input of reducer functions to perform specific graph partitioning. There are mainly two steps in the reducer functions, i.e. candidate pair selecting and color exchange performing. The first step is that the main node selects the candidate color exchange nodes from its direct neighbors or randomly selected nodes. In the second step, the energies of any two nodes before and after color exchange are calculated to decide whether the color exchange will take place. The two nodes exchange their colors only if the exchange will decrease their energy. Otherwise, there does not need to exchange their colors. Then the program goes to the first step and reads next row in the data blocks for repeating operations above until all nodes in the graph data perform the operations of color exchange. At the end of the node color exchange stage, all the node colors will be updated in the color table.
In the third stage for the RIK evaluation, for each of iterations, we read the node ids and their colors from the updated color table to calculate the APLs (the set APL i ) of all partitions and the edge-cuts (all EC i ) of graph partitioning. Then the ratio of EC i to the total number of all edges |E| of graph data will be calculated and further is compared with β, where β is an empirical threshold about edge-cuts constraint. If the ratio is more than β, then we need to make the next iteration without calculating RIK i in the current iteration. Otherwise, RIK i should be computed based on the set APL i . At last, we will detect whether there is a peak of RIK values by comparing the current RIK i with RIK i−1 and RIK i−2 of previous two iterations. If a peak of RIK values appears, then it means that RIK i−1 of the previous iteration possibly reaches the biggest RIK value. At this time, the partitioning results with colors based on our parallel BGP are output, and the iteration will be terminated without performing the remaining iterations.
V. JA-BE-JA-RIK ON HADOOP
In this section, we will discuss the relevant implementation algorithms based on Hadoop, including node color exchange and RIK evaluation.
A. NODE COLOR EXCHANGE
In the beginning, mappers split the row data read from the data block by spaces according to the preprocessing graph data format. The first split value is the current node id, and the others are the direct neighbor ids of this node. After that, the split values will be sent to reducers to perform the operations of node color exchange. In addition, another configuration type variable representing the current temperature for simulation annealing (SA) should be sent to reducers for sharing the same variable in multiple reducers.
In reducers, the hybrid node selection strategy that combines the local node selection strategy with the random node selection strategy is used to find out the best candidate node q from p's direct neighbors or randomly selected nodes for color exchange. As for a node n p , we chose three nodes from its neighborhood as candidates, while five nodes chosen randomly from the whole graph. Node q is selected by the energy calculation of node pairs, which means d p (π q ) 2 + d q (π p ) 2 is the maximum energy sum.
If the former energy sum is bigger than the latter, node p and q exchange their colors and the color table NIC will be updated. Otherwise, their colors are kept and these operations above are performed on the next node in the data block. Moreover, if node q does not exist, mappers will read the next row data and repeat these operations above until all nodes perform the operations of node color exchange. The initial temperature T 0 is set to 2 and decreases by a stride δ = 0.003 per iteration, that is, T i+1 = T i − δ. When T i drops to 1, it does not decrease any longer.
B. RIK CALCULATION BASED ON APL
The graph data contains a lot of explicit knowledge about topological structure. Utilizing explicit knowledge is one aspect of graph computing [39] , but what is more important is to use explicit knowledge for user queries in order to excavate more valuable implicit knowledge from the explicit knowledge.
The richness of implicit knowledge is an indicator that reflects the degree to which the implicit knowledge in the big graph data can be excavated by some graph-based data mining methods [40] , [41] .
There are many methods for mining implicit knowledge, such as degree distributions, hop-plots, shortest paths, etc. Among these methods, it is proved in [42] that path-based knowledge mining is a typical method by analyzing the existing relationships based on paths between nodes in a graph. For example, we attempt to analyze which researchers have very similar research areas from the paper citation database. Although we can directly their research relevance by the co-author relationship, more potential relevance of research areas can be excavated by analyzing the citation relationship between scientific papers that essentially is indirect relationship and can be reflected by a path between paper citations. The paths based on paper citation are implicit knowledge that can be fully considered to analyze the similar research areas among different researchers.
In this paper, we present a feasible approach that uses average path length (APL) to quantify the richness of implicit knowledge based on the explicit topological structure.
Algorithm 1 Node Color Exchange
Input: Taking Figure 3 as an example, the number of nodes and edges in the two graphs are equal. Suppose that the two graphs are in a paper citation database, where nodes and edges respectively represent the co-authors and paper citation relationships between authors. A path can reflect indirect paper citation. The number of edges (direct paths) is 3 in both graphs. However, the graph in Figure 3 (a) has 3 indirect paths consisting of edges, which can mine out more implicit paper citation relationships. The average path length is 10/6 in Figure 3 (a), while 3/3 in Figure 3(b) . Intuitionally, APL can reflect the richness degree of implicit knowledge of graphs to some extent.
If the data graph is not massive, APL can be calculated accurately. However, in many cases, since the time complexity of calculating APL is often O(n 2 ), the computation time for APLs is enormous and intolerable when the graph to be processed is very large. In order to solve this problem, many methods for approximately calculating APL were proposed [43] - [46] . In this paper, we will use the approximate APL method discussed in [43] .
Given a graph G = (V , E), the formula for calculating APL of G is shown in the following. whereK represents the average degree of the sum of all node degrees, which can be calculated by the following Eq. 5.
where D p is the degree of node p.
In JA-BE-JA-RIK, the time complexity of calculatingK in each partition is O(n), so this method can solve the problem of calculating APL very well.
C. RIK EVALUATION ALGORITHM
In JA-BE-JA-RIK, nodes in the data graph are divided into balanced k partitions randomly at the beginning, so at this time there are many edge-cuts between partitions and the number of neighbor nodes with the same color to each node is small. The RIK evaluation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Considering the randomness of color assignments in our approach, the number of neighbors with the same color to each node will fluctuating increase as the partitioning proceeds, which meansK of each partition will be fluctuating increase. In the situation, the RIK value will overall decrease but fluctuate locally with more iterations. The RIK evaluation algorithm is just to find the first peak of RIK (often the largest RIK) when the number of edge-cuts are confined within a certain range.
At the end of each iteration i, we calculate the APLs of k partitions and the edge-cuts of the partitioned graph with traversing the updated table NIC. Then the ratio of EC i to the total number of all edges |E| of graph data will be calculated and further is compared with β, where β is a threshold about edge-cuts constraint. By comparing and analyzing the ratio of the edge-cuts to the total number of edges in different graph datasets in JA-BE-JA, we obtained an empirical value of β: 0.17.
If EC i / |E| ≤ β and i is bigger than 3, further calculations will be made to get RIK i of the partitioned graph with set APL i obtained above. After that, we compare RIK i−1 with RIK i and RIK i−2 . If RIK i−1 is greater than both RIK i and RIK i−2 , the first peak of RIK appears and the iterations end. Otherwise, the framework enters next iteration. The operations of RIK evaluation will be continuously performed until it finds the first peak of RIK that is supposed to have the maximum value. At last, the algorithm outputs all node colors as the final graph partitioning result.
Algorithm 2 RIK Evaluation
Input: (1) The edge set of G stored in HBase (key as the node id and value as corresponding neighbors' ids), 
exit(); //The first peak of RIK appears and the iterations end.
end if 23. end if

VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
In this paper, our proposed approach will be implemented based on Hadoop, HDFS and MapReduce [23] , [47] , [48] . Since JA-BE-JA has been compared the edge-cuts with METIS and this paper aimed to optimize JA-BE-JA, the experimental results were only compared with JA-BE-JA. All experiments were repeated five or more times. We report the average of these measurements. The settings of our experiment environments will be introduced in the following in detail.
A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
In this paper, we use the MyEclipse + Ubuntu14.04.4 + JDK1.7.0 + Hadoop2.5.2 cluster. The Hadoop cluster has up to eight machine nodes deployed in virtual machines on eight computers. The hardware settings and software versions are as follows.
B. DATASETS
We have used three graph datasets, including add20 and 3elt from the Walshaw archive [50] , and the well-known VOLUME 7, 2019 social network graph Facebook [51] . The details about these datasets are listed in Table 3 .
C. FEASIBILITY AND VALIDITY ANALYSIS
These datasets are calculated on our Hadoop cluster with different numbers (i.e., 2, 4, 8) of machine nodes respectively. In order to evaluate the performance of our framework JA-BE-JA-RIK, we performed related experiments and analyzed the experimental results from three aspects: Speedup, Scaleup, and Sizeup.
1) SPEEDUP ANALYSIS
Speedup analysis records the running time on different number of machine nodes, so as to analyze the performance of our framework in different datasets. The formula of Speedup is shown as follows.
In Formula 6, m represents the number of machine nodes used in the cluster, T 1 represents the time required for a single machine to process the dataset, and T m represents the total time required to process the dataset on m machines.
We performed the Speedup experiments respectively on two, four and eight machine nodes. The communication cost between machine nodes increases as the number of machine nodes increases, but Figure 4 shows that the parallel graph partitioning on different datasets is approximate linear, which shows that our partitioning approach has a good speedup for parallel graph partitioning. 
2) SCALEUP ANALYSIS
Scaleup analysis mainly compares the respective partitioning time based on the same increase scale of graph datasets and the number of machines. The formula of Scaleup is shown as follows.
Scaleup(D, m)
where D is a dataset of a specified size, m is the multiple of dataset growth, T D1 is the execution time of calculating dataset D on a single machine, and T Dm is the execution time when the size of processing dataset is increased by m times as well as the number of executing nodes in the cluster is also increased by m times. If the value of Scaleup is maintained at around 1.0 with the increase of m, it indicates the parallel algorithm has good scalability for large datasets. From the experimental results in Figure 5 , it can be seen that the number of machine nodes in the cluster increases with the growth of datasets, and it is difficult to control the running time changing with the same scale. As the number of machine node increases the communication cost of the cluster, the overall scalability of JA-BE-JA-RIK on Hadoop is maintained between 0.5 and 0.9, indicating that the algorithm is within an acceptable range.
3) SIZEUP ANALYSIS
Sizeup analysis is mainly to place the graph datasets of different sizes on clusters with equal numbers of machines. It mainly compares the execution time of processing data with different sizes on fixed number of machine nodes. The formula of Sizeup is shown as follows.
where D is a dataset of a specified size, m is the multiple of data growth, T S1 indicates the execution time when the data is run in a cluster of a fixed number of machines, and T Sm indicates the execution time of data expanding m times with the same number of machines.
The experiment in Figure 6 calculates all the datasets on 2, 4, and 8 machine nodes, and counts the total running time. In one experiment, keep the number of machine nodes constant, then calculate the running time of different scale datasets. It can be seen from it that the larger the dataset size is, the more significant the Sizeup growth is. When the number of machine nodes in the cluster increases, the Sizeup growth may decrease. This is mainly due to the difference in machine performance when calculating, and the final time is based on the last machine that ends up, resulting in increasing the total running time.
D. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS COMPARED WITH JA-BE-JA APPROACH
Considering JA-BE-JA was originally implemented on PeerSim [49] , we implemented a Hadoop version of JA-BE-JA algorithm (called JA-BE-JA-Hadoop) for the experiments and analysis of the future, compared with our approach (JA-BE-JA-RIK). The specific comparison and analysis will be made from three perspectives, i.e. the number of edge-cuts, the number of iterations, and the RIK value of partitions.
1) COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF EDGE-CUTS
By changing the number of partitions, we compare the obtained edge-cuts of JA-BE-JA, JA-BE-JA-Hadoop and JA-BE-JA-RIK in the following. Figure 7 shows the edge-cuts of the three algorithms with different datasets and number of partitions after iterations.
Through comparing the experimental results between JA-BE-JA and JA-BE-JA-Hadoop, it can be seen that the edge-cuts obtained by JA-BE-JA-Hadoop is very close to JA-BE-JA on add20 and Facebook graph, slightly larger difference on 3elt graph due to its own characteristics. Overall, the smaller the number of partitions is, the closer the edgecuts are. When JA-BE-JA-Hadoop processes different numbers of partitions respectively, the edge-cut value of add20 is average 5.5% higher than JA-BE-JA, and that of 3elt is 24.9% and Facebook 3.5%. From the above data, it can be seen that the edge-cuts of JA-BE-JA-Hadoop with different number of partitions increases by an average of 12% in contrast to JA-BE-JA, indicating that JA-BE-JA-Hadoop can obtain a good edge-cut value.
JA-BE-JA-Hadoop consistently produces partitions with very comparable edge-cuts (less than 12% difference) to the original JA-BE-JA algorithm. As a result, we can use JA-BE-JA-Hadoop as the standard on Hadoop for further experimental comparison. Based on the Hadoop platform, we compare the edge-cuts of JA-BE-JA-Hadoop with JA-BE-JA-RIK obtained from partitioning results on different datasets.
Through comparing JA-BE-JA-Hadoop with JA-BE-JA-RIK, it can be seen that the edge-cuts obtained by them are very close, although JA-BE-JA-RIK obtains more edge-cuts than JA-BE-JA-Hadoop. In conclusion, the average increases of edge-cuts in JA-BE-JA-RIK are less than 10%, which fulfills our predetermined condition, i.e., obtaining the RIK value as larger as possible with a mild increase of edge-cuts.
2) COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF ITERATIONS
In the following, we compare JA-BE-JA-Hadoop with JA-BE-JA-RIK from the number of iterations performing graph partitioning.
As can be seen from Figure 8 , the number of iterations of JA-BE-JA-RIK is greatly reduced, which is lower than 20% of JA-BE-JA-Hadoop. The early iterations of graph partitioning are very effective, because the color exchange is easy to happen. As the program goes, it becomes harder for nodes to find a candidate to exchange color with. As a result, the iteration at the later stage is useless for reducing edge-cuts, but wastes a lot of resources and generates extra computation. Though the number of iterations is dropped drastically, it does not affect the graph partitioning results and a good edge-cuts value still can be obtained.
3) COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF THE RICHNESS OF IMPLICIT KNOWLEDGE
In the following, we will compare JA-BE-JA-Hadoop with JA-BE-JA-RIK from the RIK value of partitions of the final graph partitioning results. Figure 9 shows the RIK value of partitioning results obtained by the two approaches. Compared with JA-BE-JA-Hadoop, the RIK value obtained by JA-BE-JA-RIK has an average increase of 10%, which means our framework outperforms JA-BE-JA in obtaining partitions with higher RIK value to some extent. 
4) COMPREHENSIVE COMPARISON OF PARALLEL BALANCED GRAPH PARTITIONING RESULTS
We also comprehensively compare JA-BE-JA-Hadoop with JA-BE-JA-RIK according to the partitioning results. Table 4 lists the graph partitioning results obtained by both the approaches in details. Through comparison and analysis, our approach can greatly reduce the number of iterations and obtain the larger richness of implicit knowledge (RIK) within a closer number of edge-cuts in comparison with the traditional JA-BE-JA algorithm. It is worth noting that our approach can significantly reduce the number of iterations (decreasing the running time of BGP) with a mild increase of edge-cuts.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a parallel BGP framework called JA-BE-JA-RIK by defining the concept about richness of implicit knowledge for parallel BGP, which can improve the efficacy of graph partitioning compared with JA-BE-JA. We designed and implemented our proposed framework on the Hadoop platform. Related experiments were made for illustrating that our approach outperforms JA-BE-JA, and can obtain the larger richness of implicit knowledge within a closer number of edge-cuts in comparison with the traditional JA-BE-JA algorithm.
There still exists some work to be done. Although the experimental results prove our framework can obtain the graph partitioning result with good RIK value, more work should be done to utilize our approach to optimize users' graph queries. We should solve the problem that how to combine our partitioning approach with graph queries so that graph queries can be made efficiently. He is the author of two books, more than 70 articles in some international journals and international conferences, and more than six inventions. His research interests include artificial intelligence and knowledge engineering, big data analysis and processing, and software engineering. He is also a member of ACM and a Senior Member of China Computer Foundation (CCF).
